
“Old mole History, you have bravely worked! At this moment the slogan, the call resounds again over the interna-
tional, over the German proletariat, that only the great hour of a worldwide turning point can bring: Imperialism  
or socialism! War or revolution! There is no third!” (Rosa Luxemburg, “Der alte Maulwurf”, Spartakusbriefe 
No. 5, May 1917)

“Doubt is out of the question. We are on the threshold of a world proletarian revolution.” (Lenin, “The crisis  
has matured”, October 20 (7), 1917 in the newspaper Rabochy Put - “The Workers' Path” – No. 20)

On August 4th, 1914, German Social-Democracy – consid-
ered the  “jewel  of the organization of the conscious  
proletariat” (1) – capitulates without condition by sub-
jecting itself  with body and soul  to  its  bourgeoisie.  It 
votes unanimously for the war credits. Opposed to this 
vote, Karl Liebknecht was obliged to side with it by disci-
pline, which he very quickly will consider as “a grave er-
ror” on his part. Only on December 2nd, 1914, he publicly 
votes against. He is disavowed by all SPD deputies, in-
cluding the so-called left around Ledebour and Hoffmann 
who would form the USPD in 1917.

Liebknecht would rapidly become the vivid spokesman of 
this resistance against treason. He became the most pop-
ular man in the trenches and on the war ships. His slo-
gan, on from May 1915, is “The principal enemy stands  
in one’s own country” (“Der Hauptfeind steht im eige-
nen Land”), a slogan he will not cease to hammer on, 
and that will very quickly be taken up by the internation-
alist current.

The  German  internationalists,  whether  at  Berlin,  Bre-
men, Stuttgart, Hamburg or Dresden, were entirely swim-
ming against the current. As Rosa Luxemburg notes with 
despair,  both at  Paris  and at  Berlin  a  revolting witch 
hunt was going on: “(...) whole urban populations trans-
formed  into  mobs,  ready  to  denounce,  to  mistreat  
women,  to  shout  hurrah  and to  induce delirium in  

1) Arbeiterzeitung, Vienna, August 5th, 1914.

themselves by means of wild rumors; an atmosphere of  
ritual murder, a Kishinev air, in which the policeman  
on the street corner was the only representative of hu-
man dignity.” (2)

As a national-patriotic force social-democracy became the 
most precious ideological capital of the imperial state. In 
a secret conversation with the power, the deputy Cohen-
Reuss explains that the sole wish of the SPD is “to make 
peace with the monarchy and the army;... by all means  
to fill up the pit that cuts the German people in two.” 
It  was  therefor  only  natural  that  the  chancellor  Beth-
mann-Hollweg, in recognition of this betrayal, invites the 
commanders of the military regions to let the press of the 
SPD penetrate into the army barracks. (3)

The delay of the German internationalists 
and the slow reemergence of the proletariat
The German internationalists were in delay to found a 
solid  nucleus  that  had  broken  with  reformism,  as  the 
Bolcheviks  around  Lenin  and  the  Dutch  Tribunists 
around  Gorter  and  Pannekoek  had  done  before  1914. 
During the secession of the Tribunists in 1911, Rosa Lux-

2) Junius, Die Krise der Sozialdemokratie (1916), Rosa Luxemburg, 
Gesammelte Werke, Band 4, Dietz Verlag, Berlin, 1983, p. 52. An English 
translation is available at M.I.A.: The Junius Pamphlet  
3) Gilbert Badia, Le spartakisme. Les dernières années de Rosa Luxem-
burg et de Karl Liebknecht 1914-1919, L’Arche, Paris, 1967, p. 23
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emburg incites Henriëtte Roland Host to remain in the 
opportunist  party  of  Troelstra:  ”The  worst  workers’  
party is better than none, and the times can change.  
(…) But one may not wait outside for better times, one 
has to continue the combat, as sterile as it may appear,  
until the end.” (4)

In the evening of August 4th, 1914, some few opposition-
ists meet in Rosa Luxemburg’s apartment in Berlin. The 
proposition to leave the SPD is immediately rejected. For 
the leaders who would constitute the group  “Die In-
ternationale” this was a Leitmotiv during the whole 
war:  “unity”.  Nevertheless  Liebknecht  often  repeated: 
“What is necessary above all is not unity but clarity...  
No association without unity of ideas.” (5) As in Novem-
ber-December  1918  the  foundation  of  the  communist 
party becomes inevitable, Leo Jogiches, the most gifted 
organizer of Spartakism, pronounces himself against.

At the price of immense difficulties the internationalists 
maintained the torch of the class struggle. On from No-
vember 1914 the first leaflets circulate, first at Berlin, at 
Niederbarnim,  subsequently  in  local  groups  (Hamburg, 
Stuttgart,  Gotha,  Düsseldorf,  Dresden).  It’s  above  all 
from  the  beginning  of  the  year  1916  (the  Spartakist 
group around  ‘Die  Internationale’ and the  ‘Spar-
takusbriefe’; the group ‘Arbeiterpolitik’ at Bremen) 
that one can speak of a renaissance of the revolutionary 
movement. The latter passes from an attenuating paci-
fism – a leaflet of Christmas 1914 proclaims: “Peace on 
Earth” – to the offensive by taking on the imperialist or-
der globally, which Rosa Luxemburg does in the Junius 
pamphlet, written in 1915 and published in 1916. (6)

Still the proletariat had to wake up from the ideological 
coma provoked by the treason of the SPD. The first pro-
letarian demonstrations came from the women in the au-
tumn of 1915. They stood in the first ranks to struggle 
against the costs of living and the hunger rationing for 
the popular classes. The slogans are thus “for bread and 
piece.”

4) Rosa Luxemburg, Gesammelte Werke (1907-1918), Band 7.1, Dietz 
Verlag, Berlin, 2017. [Translated here from Rosa Luxemburg’s handwrit-
ten letter of August 1911 to Henriëtte Roland Holst. Source: Collection 
H.R.-H. at the IISG, Amsterdam.] We find the same position with Bor-
diga in 1926 who, in order to remain within “the Party”, choose to submit 
to the “Bolshevization” of the Italian section, which was orchestrated by 
Gramsci, be it in applying – by discipline – the most absurd decisions.

5) Karl Liebknecht, Die Aufgaben der proletarischen Jugendbewegung, 
resolution of the youth conference at Jena, April 23 – 24, 1916.
6) See footnote 2).

One had to await the famous demonstration against the 
war of May 1st, 1916, in Berlin for the tone to change. 
Ledebour, the delegate of Zimmerwald, and his partisans 
refused to participate.  During this  great illegal  demon-
stration,  the  mighty  voice  of  Liebknecht  resounds: 
“Down with the war! Down with the government!” The 
demonstrators often take up the slogan  “Long live the  
International!” Liebknecht is immediately arrested, sub-
sequently tried and condemned to  the fortress.  Impris-
oned like Rosa Luxemburg as well, his name becomes the 
standard bearer of the resistance by both the workers in 
blue collar and in uniform.

At the announcement of Liebknecht’s condemnation, on 
June 29, 1916, strikes break out in several cities: 26,000 
metal workers cease work at Berlin. The strikes are orga-
nized  by  the  revolutionary  Delegates  (the  ‘revolu-
tionäre  Obleute’),  many of whom would find them-
selves in the USPD in April 1917. Strikes and demonstra-
tions also took place at Braunschweig, Bremen and Stutt-
gart.  Kautsky,  the  pope  of  social-democracy,  observes 
worrisome: “Liebknecht is today the most popular man 
in the trenches... The masses do not hear any detail of  
his politics, but see in him the man who acts in order  
to let the war end...” (7)

Spring 1917, that sees the progressive entry of the United 
States in the war and the multiplication of  hunger re-
volts, translates itself  by a progressive radicalization of 
the  working  masses,  but  of  whom  the  minorities  still 
want a “unity” of the oppositions. The foundation of the 
USPD at Gotha (April 6–8, 1917), to which the Spartak-
ists subscribe by adhering as a fraction, seems to have 
had as objective  to  evade  that the  masses  would turn 
ever  more  towards  “Linksradikalismus” (left-wing 
radicalism).  Kautsky  straightly  admits  this:  “If  our 
group would not have constituted itself, Berlin would  
have been conquered by the Spartakists and would have  
placed itself outside of the Party.” (8)

For the masses to “gain some understanding of politics” 
a total rupture with social-democracy was needed, includ-
ing with its “left”, centrist fraction. However, since Janu-
ary  1916  ever  more  important  minorities  pronounce 
themselves for secession and the formation of an organi-
zation of “internationalist socialists” (“Internationale  
Sozialisten”). The group  “Arbeiterpolitik” of Bre-
men, constituted around the teacher Johann Knief, but 
also the group at Dresden around Otto Rühle, demand to 

7) Badia, op. cit., p. 109.

8) Badia, op. cit., p. 119.
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rapidly take no half measures. Rühle affirms on January 
12, 1916 that without secession there will be no revolu-
tionary dynamic:  “If the secession should take place, I  
could breath freely again. I am convinced that the se-
cession will make a clear and resolute combat for the  
goals of socialism possible.” (9)

The delay of the internationalist minorities certainly was 
organizational, but it was also political: Lenin has posed 
the question of the seizure of power since the autumn of 
1914, counting on the transformation of “the imperialist  
war into a civil  war”;  Spartakism will  only  pose  this 
question in November 1918. This delay becomes patent at 
the eve of the most important historical event of the 20 th 

Century.

The impact of the Russian revolution
The Russian revolution will show the way to the German 
proletariat. Its impact is enormous, all the more as the 
discontent of the working population, which was submit-
ted to the militarization of labor and to the worst provi-
sions  restrictions,  becomes  explosive.  This  double  con-
junction seriously disquiets the German bourgeoisie. So-
cial-patriotic syndicalist leaders like Carl Legien warn the 
authorities: “The public agitation that the difficulties of  
provision and the revolutionary movement in Russia  
resuscitate, risks to provoke a tempest of such vigor  
that  the  government  could  not  become  master  of  
it.” (10)

For their part the leaders of the Independent current take 
up the posture of the “moderator”, even playing Cassan-
dra.  Hugo  Haase  addresses  himself  as  follows  to  the 
Prime Minister in face of the Reichstag: “Does the chan-
cellor want the German masses to arrive at speaking  
Russian?” (11) Georg Ledebour, present at the Zimmer-
wald conference, more a pacifist and a conciliator than a 
revolutionary, declares during the foundation congress of 
the USPD at Gotha:  “We, the social-democrats of the  
opposition have not neglected what is happening in the  
East. We have profited from the occasion to show the  
government  and  the  bourgeois  parties  that  it’s  high  
time to draw the lessons from it... if this continues, in-
evitably  events like those of  Russia will  come about  

9) From: Dokumente und Materialien zur Geschichte der deutschen Ar-
beiterbewegung, Vol. 1, 1914-1917, Dietz Verlag, Berlin, 1958, p. 301.

10) Gilbert Badia, Histoire de l’Allemagne contemporaine, tome I, Édi-
tions sociales, Paris, 1962, p. 70-71.
11) Pierre Broué, La Révolution d’Octobre et le mouvement ouvrier eu-
ropéen, EDI, Paris, 1967, p. 56.

with us in Germany.” (12) The tone is completely differ-
ent with the Spartakist minority that has adhered to the 
USPD. Clara Zetkin writes to the congress that now it is 
about “being worthy of this exalting event of the Cen-
tury! Let us put ourselves in the school of the historical  
mistress of all peoples and of all  times: the Revolu-
tion... Long live international socialism!” (13)

Signs of revolution: the strikes of April 1917
In a report of February 23, thus dating even before  
the  outbreak  of  the  “February  revolution”  in  
Russia (on March 8, according to the western calendar), 
the  police  prefect  of  Berlin  complains  that  the  metal 
workers of Berlin adhere to the opposition, yes even to 
Spartakism, who has taken up the slogan  “Make an 
end to the war by strikes.”

Since April the proletariat at Berlin and Leipzig mobi-
lizes itself against the capitalist power by openly laying 
claim to the Russian revolution. A Spartakist leaflet at 
Leipzig celebrates the Russian revolution and calls for the 
overthrow of  the  monarchy:  “Down with  this war of  
murderers! Down with the state of siege... May the red  
flag fly over the free Republic! Take your destiny into  
your own hands!  Power  belongs  to  you,  if  you are  
united!” (14)  In Berlin  the  revolutionary  delegates have 
launched an appeal for a strike that will mobilize 300,000 
workers from the  big factories.  The demand is  for the 
amelioration of  provisions.  At Leipzig the slogans have 
rapidly  become political:  a  peace  without annexations, 
suppression of censorship and of the state of siege, aboli-
tion of the law on the mobilization of the work force, lib-
eration  of  the  political  prisoners.  In  Berlin,  where  the 
right-wing Independents try to have work resumed, a new 
slogan arises:  “election of workers’ councils.” In reality 
it is a call from the workers of Leipzig to form a cartel of 
representatives of the metal workers and of the USPD as 
an organ of representation of “workers’ interests”.

The situation matures, but in a slow way. Like in Russia, 
the stakes become military: how long will the soldiers and 
mariners submit themselves before they would exalt in 

12) Ledebour adds: “We are democrats” (“Wir sind Demokraten”). Cf. 
Emil Eichhorn, editor, Protokoll über die Verhandlungen des Gründungs-
Parteitags der U.S.P.D. vom 6. bis 8. April 1917 in Gotha, Berlin, 1921, p. 
51-60.

13) Ibid., p. 50.

14) According to Broué, op. cit., p. 58, leaning on the East-German his-
torian Klaus Mammach: Der Einfluss der russischen Februarrevolution 
und der Großen Sozialistischen Oktoberrevolution auf die deutsche Ar-
beiterklasse, Dietz, Berlin, 1955.
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rage in face of the conflict that had only the peace of the 
cemeteries to offer.

The revolutionary agitation among the 
mariners
In contrast  with Russia,  revolutionary  agitation hardly 
affected the soldiers at the battle front. The opposition 
manifested itself  in  the first  place by individual  deser-
tions; this often implies wanted militants who benefited 
from an efficient refugee network towards  Holland and 
the  Scandinavian  countries.  But,  like  in  Russia,  the 
mariners of the battleships, workers and qualified techni-
cians, play a major role. For them the ship was just a 
militarized factory, threatened by immediate destruction 
when going in sea to confront the lethal fire power of the 
British canons.

The maintenance of the German battleships in the ports 
permitted close contacts  with the workers  of  the  ship-
yards.  On board of  the ships it  was quite  common to 
read the few radical news papers that could still appear, 
like  the  Leipziger  Volkszeitung.  On  the  shore  the 
mariners  established ties  with their  comrades from the 
ships anchored in the ports on the Northern coast.

In June 1917, at the occasion of the installation of galley 
commissions  to  control  the  provisions,  (15)  the  radical 
mariners  form  a  clandestine  League  of  soldiers  and 
mariners. It is about working towards “the construction 
of mariners’ councils on the Russian model”. (16) The 
first incidents multiply: refusal to obey, going off board 
without permission. Their leaders are Köbis and Reichpi-
etsch. The latter had the misfortune to address himself to 
the Independents recently held over their baptismal font 
at Gotha. One of their leaders, Dittmann, dissuades him 
to form conspiratorial circles. They should act in plain le-
gality by adhering to the USPD. Dittmann specifies that 
the aim is to “fight for peace” in the first place, boasting 
about  the  next  international  socialist  Conference  at 
Stockholm in which his party was to participate. He dis-
misses Reichpietsch by amiably providing him with adhe-
sion bulletins...

Little receptive to these fine legalist and pacifist words, 
Reichpietsch, Köbis and others set up a clandestine lead-
ership, regrouping 5,000 mariners. They incite to “break 
the chains like the Russians have done”. (17)  Hunger 

15) A galley (or caboose) is a ship’s kitchen, generally linked to the 
ship’s alimentary supply.

16) Broué, op. cit., p. 64.

17) Pierre Broué, Révolution en Allemagne 1917-1923, Éditions de Mi-

strikes and leaves without permission multiply. The mili-
tary police, who already knows everything, arrests Reich-
pietsch and Köbis among others. They receive the death 
sentence  on  August  26th and  are  executed  by  a  firing 
squad  on  September  5th  in  the  surroundings  of 
Cologne. (18)

Some weeks before the insurrection on November 8 (new 
calendar)  Lenin  states  categorically:  “Mass arrests  of  
party leaders in free Italy, and particularly the begin-
ning of mutinies in the German army, are indis-
putable symptoms that a great turning-point is at hand,  
that we are  on the eve of a world wide revolu-
tion.” (19)

From October 1917 to October 1918
As the Bolsheviks take power in the name of the workers’ 
and soldiers’ councils, the Independents nicely draw their 
hat,  saluting the  revolution  as  a  dove  of  social  peace: 
“With all our heart, we German proletarians are in  
these hours with our Russian comrades in combat...  
They are the vanguard of humanity, the vanguard of  
peace.” (20)  By  contrast  Karl  Kautsky,  rallied  to  the 
USPD, sees nothing but “social and political decomposi-
tion, chaos.” (21)

Solely the Spartakists, the nuclei that later will form the 
IKD at Dresden, Berlin, Hamburg, and the group “Ar-
beiterpolitik” rally to the side of October, as vanguard of 
the world revolution. Knief expresses his vision of Octo-
ber on December 15, 1917 under the pseudonym of Peter 
Unruh. In his enthusiasm he sees this takeover of power 
through  rose-colored  glasses:  “Consider  that  Russia,  
moaning in the chains of the darkest Tsarism, has been  
gifted with a democracy that has no equal in the whole  
wide  world.  The  knout  has  been  wrenched  from 

nuit, 1971, p. 108.
18) See the recent article by Nicolas Offenstadt (“Les marins allemands 
oubliés de 1917”) that has been consecrated to them in LIBÉRATION 
on September 4, 2017: http://www.liberation.fr/debats/2017/09/04/les-
marins-allemands-oublies-de-1917_1594118.
19) Lenin, “The crisis has matured”, September 29, 1917. First published 
in four chapters in Rabochy Put No. 30 of October 20 (7), 1917. Source: 
Collected Works, Progress Publishers, Moscow, Volume 26, 1972, pp. 74-
85. An English transcription is available at M.I.A.: The Crisis Has 
Matured.
20) Quoted by Jürgen Schlimper in: “Es ist eine Umwälzung von unge-
heuren Dimensionen”. Die sozialdemokratische Leipziger Volkszeitung 
über die Russische Revolution (1917-1933), in: Die Russische Revolution 
1917 und die Linke auf dem Weg in das 21. Jahrhundert, Leipzig, 1998.
21) Karl Kautsky, ”Die Erhebung der Bolschewiki”, Leipziger Volk-
szeitung, 15 November 1917.
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Tsarism and its executioners. The workers’ and sol-
diers’ council directs the destinies of the country”, (22) 
whereas the councils will gradually be transformed into 
transmission belts of the Bolshevik party.

But, above all, the Bolshevik seizure of power does not 
really permit a veritable political clarification by getting 
rid once and for all of the “centrist” shackle. For Knief 
the first success of October has to be a surgical one - it is 
necessary to organize as a separate body, to bundle in an 
independent internationalist socialist party:  “Today the  
international situation imposes the foundation of an  
own left-wing radical party as the most pressing neces-
sity... We, in any case, have the firm will to do every-
thing in order to create the soil in Germany for a left-
wing radical party. We therefor call upon our friends  
of the group  “Internationale”... to desolidarize them-
selves immediately and publicly from the Independents,  
these pseudo-socialists, and to form an own left-wing  
radical party, with their leaders, to use a word of com-
rade Zetkin in the first issue of the revue ‘Die Interna-
tionale’, if they wish so, without them should they not  
want to!” (23) 

The  attitude  of  the  Independents  would  confirm  this 
judgment, just as the first signs of the revolution become 
visible  in  January  1918  in  the  shape  of  mass  strikes. 
Their origin is in fact essentially political, at a moment in 
which general Hoffmann, the leader of the military dele-
gation of the Reich, does not hide his intentions at Brest-
Litovsk to let revolutionary Russia bleed white by territo-
rial  annexations  (The  Baltic  countries),  to  pillage 
Ukraine - the corn shed for the German armies – and  to 
reignite the war on the East front.

From 14 to 20 January 1918 the Austrian workers had al-
ready given the example, by launching a general strike 
against the conditions of Brest-Litovsk that signified re-
launching the war. In an Appeal distributed at the end of 
December  1917,  entitled  “The hour  of  decision”,  the 
Spartakists insisted on the stakes of a pitiless economic 
struggle against the war economy, and above all on a po-
litical  struggle  for  the  international  proletarian  revolu-
tion: “There is only one means to stop the genocide of  
the peoples and to achieve general peace: it is to un-
chain a mass struggle, mass strikes that will paralyze  
the whole economy and war industry, to fix as objec-

22) Peter Unruh (Johann Knief), “Eine dringende Notwendigkeit”, Ar-
beiterpolitik, Bremen, No 50, 15 December 1917, p. 375. A facsimile scan 
in pdf is available at the Antonie Pannekoek Archives.
23) Ibidem, p. 376.

tives the Revolution and the installation of a popular  
Republic of Germany conducted by the working class.  
Only  in  this  way  the  Russian  revolution  can  be  
saved.” (24)

Whereas the Independents did not want to call for a po-
litical strike against the war, the revolutionary Delegates 
(the ‘revolutionäre Obleute’, in majority on the left 
of the USPD) whose mentor is the very popular Richard 
Müller,  call  for a mass strike on Monday, January 28, 
1918. Affecting Berlin in the first place, the strike propa-
gates to the Ruhr area, to Kiel, Bremen, Hamburg and 
Dresden. The total number of strikers is at least a mil-
lion, half of whom at Berlin. Their slogan is the “rapid 
conclusion of a peace without annexation nor indemni-
ties.”

The Spartakists remained in the minority with regards to 
the left-wing Independents. But their propaganda for the 
creation  of  an elected workers’  Council  in  all  factories 
(one delegate for every 1,000 workers) did not pass unno-
ticed. Their call “at any price not to elect” the syndical-
ist  leaders,  the  social-patriots,  “Wolves  in  sheep’s  
clothes”, was not heard. Among the eleven members of 
the Berlin Action Committee there was only one Spartak-
ist.  The  Assembly  of  the  delegates  decided  to  co-opt 
three USPD members: Haase, Ledebour and Dittmann, 
excluding to call on the majoritarians. It took all insis-
tence  by the  session’s  president Richard Müller (25),  in 
spite of two negative votes, to  impose upon the Action 
Committee  Ebert,  Scheidemann and Braun,  the  future 
executioners of the proletariat since December 1918. As 
Ebert affirms in an assembly that the workers “have the  
duty to support their brothers and fathers at the front  
and to provide them with the best weapons”, he is copi-
ously jeered at and treated as a “strike breaker”.

Lacking clarity on its enemies from within (the  “wolves 
in sheep’s  clothes”),  the  strike  quickly  falls  apart,  in 
spite of some confrontations with the police. The military 
authorities announce on February 1st that the factories 
who have not returned to work on the 4th would be mili-
tarized.  In  order  to  stop  the  strike  Scheidemann  and 
Ebert, supported by the Independents’ leader Haase, ne-
gotiate  with  the  chancellor.  The  repression  can  strike 

24) From: Dokumente und Materialien zur Geschichte der deutschen Ar-
beiterbewegung; Reihe II 1914-1945, Vol. 2, November 1917–Dezember 
1918, Dietz Verlag, Berlin, 1957, p. 51.
25) Politically very confused, Richard Müller has left an interesting docu-
mented history: ‘Vom Kaiserreich zur Republik’; ‘Die Novemberrevolu-
tion’; ‘Der Bürgerkrieg in Deutschland’ (1924 & 1925). The three volumes 
are available in a new, single edition in German from ‘Die Buchmacherei’. 
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harshly. The soldiers in Berlin have not moved and sup-
port their officers. The strikers are massively arrested and 
500 workers received mobilization orders for the front ev-
ery day. Overall one striker out of ten is forcibly drafted.

Nevertheless there will be other strikes, albeit purely eco-
nomical ones, in July and August 1918. Henceforth the 
state power knows that its best weapon does not lie in di-
rect repression, but in social-democracy. Faced with an 
inevitable military defeat the whole ruling class, from the 
generals  to  the  liberal  party,  agrees to  let  the  social-
democrats enter the government since October 4th. The 
Scheidemanns, Brauns and Eberts are the best agents of 
“social peace”. Ebert does not hesitate to declare: “The 
general climate is splendid in the whole of the Reich.  
We will maintain the calm.” (26) Disquieted however, the 
SPD insists on the release from prison of Liebknecht, out 
of fear that one [the Reich] would “have to capitulate to  
the street as one has capitulated abroad.” (27) Liebknecht 
is  released  on  October  21st;  taking  the  first  train  to 
Berlin,  he  is  triumphantly  welcomed  by  thousands  of 
workers and soldiers. Scheidemann considers that this is 
“a sign of the times (…) Liebknecht carried in triumph 
by soldiers who are decorated with the iron cross, who  
would have believed such things possible three  weeks  
ago.” (28)

In a premonitory fashion, Otto Rühle launches a call for 
a destitution of the Kaiser and above all for an immedi-
ate action to overthrow capitalism internationally, in the 
Reichstag on October 25, 1918. This is also a warning 
against the pseudo-socialists, self-proclaimed “saviors of 
the people” prepared to do anything to save the ruling 
classes in the name of “democracy”:

“That social-democrats have even delivered themselves  
to playing the role of the last hour’s emergency rescuers  
and of the butt for bourgeois society in collapse, is re-
sented by the masses outside as much of a shameful be-
trayal as they feel fooled and derided by the pseudo-
democracy, the conjured people’s power. For their libera-
tion they need something completely different, namely  
the democracy of Socialism, the republic on the founda-
tion of the socialist revolution, and they demand the ab-
dication of the Emperor as the instigator of this world  
war in the first place. (...) I call upon the workers, in  
particular the German workers, to conquer this social-

26) Erich Matthias and Rudolf Morsey, Die Regierung des Prinzen Max 
von Baden, Droste Verlag, Düsseldorf, 1962, p. 156.

27) Matthias-Morsey, op. cit., p. 213.

28) Matthias-Morsey, op. cit. , p. 130.

ism by the weapon of revolution.  The  time  to  act 
has come!” (29)

This was the last manifestation of the revolutionary par-
liamentarianism that Liebknecht and Rühle had so well 
embodied. The hour no longer belonged to oratory joust-
ing in the parliamentary half-circle, but to action in the 
street: this system of “pseudo-democracy”, imbued with 
mud  an  blood,  had  to  be  overthrown  at  a  worldwide 
scale.

Some days  after  this  famous speech,  on November 4th, 
1918 the mariners of Kiel took up the banner of the re-
volt of 1917, this time to bring down the imperial regime. 
Almost without a shot fired the mariners take power and 
receive  the support  of  the  workers  of  Kiel  with whom 
they form workers’ and soldiers’ councils. In a few days 
the  whole  country  sees  workers’  and  soldiers’  councils 
emerge. There will be 10,000 of them. The bloodhounds 
of social-democracy, Ebert, Scheidemann and Noske, ac-
tively prepare the counter-revolution.

Philippe Bourrinet, October 13, 2017.

Revised version

Translation: Jac. Johanson, February 19, 2018

29) From: Dokumente und Materialien zur Geschichte der deutschen Ar-
beiterbewegung, op. Cit., II,2 p. 265-267. Translated from the German tran-
scription available at M.I.A.: Otto Rühle, Rede im   Reichstag.
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https://www.marxists.org/deutsch/archiv/ruehle/1918/10/25.htm
https://www.marxists.org/deutsch/archiv/ruehle/1918/10/25.htm


Addendum
Among the first internationalist voices to react on the desertion of the majority of international Social-Democracy faced  
with the outbreak of the 1. World War was the Marxist left in the Netherlands. The Berner Tagwacht (the official or-
gan of the Social-Democratic party in Switzerland) published an extensive analysis on the emergence and degeneration 
of the Socialist International by Anton Pannekoek in its edition of 20.-22. August 1914: ‘Der Zusammenbruch 
der Internationale’. This article was soon published in Dutch and English as well.  Cf: ‘The Downfall of the Interna-
tional’, in: The New Review (New York), Vol. II Nº 11, November 1914, p. 621-630, (30) and: ‘De ineenstorting van de 
Internationale’ in: De Nieuwe Tijd, 19e Jg., 1914, p. 677-688. It would be followed up in October 1914 by the pam-
phlet ‘Het imperialisme, de wereldoorlog en de sociaal-democratie’ by Herman Gorter. This pamphlet would see 
three re-editions in Dutch before the summer of 1915 and two editions in German translation by its author in Sep-
tember 1915. An English translation of Gorter’s pamphlet can be found on M.I.A.: Imperialism, the   W  orld War and 
Social-Democracy. 

(Source: Antonie Pannekoek Archives, http://www.aaap.be)

30) See also: “From the 2nd to the 3rd Internationale -Three articles by Anton Pannekoek”. The New Review, New York, 1914-1916 on Left-dis.
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Illustration 1: Berlin, December 1918. Karl Liebknecht addresses a rally at the Tiergarten. Source: Bundesarchiv, Signature B 145 Bild-P046271
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Illustration 2: Caricature on the process against Rosa Luxemburg on February 20, 1914 at Frankfurt/Main, in which she was sentenced to one year of  
prison for calling soldiers to disobedience. Title: “Militarism in the dock”. Source: «Der Wahre Jacob», Nr. 731, July 1914. 
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